All For Strings: Comprehensive String Method, Book 2, Violin
**Synopsis**

All for strings is a comprehensive three-volume method surrounded by a wealth of supplementary materials for teaching and performance. This complete curriculum covers virtually every aspect of beginning through intermediate string study, emphasizing technical skills, rhythmic understanding, and quality musical experiences. Many of the National Standards for Music Education can be easily implemented into the classroom setting with the varied components All for Strings has to offer. Book 2 devotes many exercises and musical selections to the development of major and minor left hand finger patterns for all string players, as well as shifting for cellists and bassists. New bowing styles are introduced, and more advanced rhythm patterns are incorporated. As in Book 1, a great variety of solos, duets, trios, and ensembles are included - perfect for performance!
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**Customer Reviews**

Our teacher likes this, my kids love it. They're able to move through it at a speedy pace so they don't get discouraged or bored and actually flip through, trying to get ahead. Try it, you'll like it!

My daughter began violin lessons last year and she has just finished this book. My daughter was 7 when she started lessons. She has learned a lot from this book and I believe this book is a good beginner's book. I would recommend this book to other young or old wanting to learn to play violin.

I have used that series for 2 years and it is clear and self-explanatory. There are small classical
songs so it is easier to relate to them and the theory is well explained. I lost and bought the same one because I like it.

Fantastic book. Came on time in fantastic condition with that new book smell. LOVE IT. Buy this book from this dealer. Completely worth it.

Love this book! has lot's of cool songs I can play and sight read! Great for a student who has a private teacher!

Got this book for my son, I used it at his age, love the songs!

Great condition--just what I needed!
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